Two major types of relational information can be utilized in automatic document classification as background information: relations between terms, such as ontologies, and relations between documents, such as web links or citations in articles. We introduce a model where a traditional bag-of-words type classifier is gradually extended to utilize both of these information types. The experiments with data from the Finnish National Archive show that classification accuracy improves from 70% to 74% when the General Finnish Ontology YSO is used as background information, without using relations between documents.
BACKGROUND

Models for Information Retrieval
In the traditional bag-of-words model of IR, a document is represented as an unordered collection of terms that occur in the document. This model is based on the assumption that two documents with similar bag of words representations are similar in content [23, p. 107] . The bag of words model is a simplified representation of a document, because it assumes that the document's terms are independent of each other [24, p. 237] , that they are all of equal importance and that the term's ordering is of no importance [23, pp. 105] .
The number of times a term occurs in a document, or across the document set, doesn't necessarily provide information about the contents of the document. However, frequences are important in ranking the documents in the Vector Space Model (VSM) [23] . Here a document is represented by a vector of the weights for all of its terms. The terms that do not occur in the document have the weight 0. The relevance of a document to query, represented also as a vector of terms, can be defined as similarity measure (e.g. the cosine) between the query and document vectors.
A widely used model for term weigthing is the tf-idf method, where the term weight is increased based on its frequence in a document and decreased based on its frequence arcoss the document set. To measure these effects, the term frequency in a document is defined as tf t,d = number of occurrence of the term t number of terms in the document d [3, p. 64] . (1) and the inverse document frequency as
where N is the total number of documents, and dft is the document frequency, i.e. the number of documents in which the term t occurs [23, p. 108] . By multiplying the term frequency with the inverse document frequency, the tf-idf weight is defined for a term t in a document d:
This model will be a basis of representing documents in our learning method.
Dimensionality Reduction
The dimensions of vectors if VSM are typically large, which raises the question, whether dimension reduction techniques could be applied here for better retrieval performance. A candidate for this is Principle Component Analysis (PCA) that projects the variables on to a lower dimension in such a way that the variance of the data points is maximized [3, pp. 108] . This paper will utilize PCA for dimension reduction.
PCA starts by choosing the first principal component, which is an eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the data. The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue has the largest variance, thus the first principal component is the eigenvector of the covariance matrix with the largest eigenvalue [7, p. 562] . Each next principal component is an eigenvector of the covariance matrix with the next largest eigenvalue and thus all components are orthogonal to each other [3, p. 110] .
PCA can be solved by spectral decomposition of the estimated covariance matrix of the data matrix X:
where N is the number of examples in the data (the number of columns in X), D is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues and C contains the appropriate eigenvectors. The data is assumed to be centralised by substracting the mean of each row from it. For the dimension reduction ofx of size N × 1 toz of size M × 1, where M < N , the following must apply:
where U contains the M eigenvectors of C corresponding to the greatest eigenvalues [3, pp. 108] . Application of PCA to document analysis is often called Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [15] . LSI has the ability to correlate semantically related terms in a collection of text by mapping them close together in the low-dimensional representation. In that sense, LSI and the use of term ontologies have the same goal. Note that one can use unclassified documents for the dimensionality reduction. The work on LSI has continued for instance towards kernel methods [30, 13, 5, 8] . In the current paper, we will combine LSI ideas with manually constructed term ontologies.
Ontologies
Ontology in philosophy means the theory of being, existence and reality. The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has taken the word ontology to mean something different though related. Studer et al. [31] combine the ontology definitions of [18] and [9] and define an ontology as "a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation". When people communicate about the world, the words they use hold a meaning for them, but for the machines words are just a meaningless symbols unless formally defined. Therefore in AI there is a need for putting the words into a structure of concepts with well-defined semantics, i.e. an ontology. Formal description of the concepts allow for an ontology to be machine interpretable [31, p. 25] .
The concepts in an ontology are related to human readable words (literals) and to each other through semantic relations. Semantic major relations in ontologies and vocabularies include [1, 26] :
• Hyponymy The apple is a subconcept of the fruit, where the fruit is the hypernym of the apple and the apple is a hyponym of the fruit. Hyponymy, a hierarchical subclass of relation exists, when all the instances of a concept X, that is a subclass of a concept Y , are also instances of Y [18, p. 28] . For example, the Titanic is an instance of "watercraft", which is a subclass of the concept "vehicle". Thus all instances of the class watercraft are also instances of the class vehicle.
• Meronymy A hierarchical relation different from the hyponymy is the part-of relation. A "branch" is not a subclass of a "tree", but part of it. The distinction is important to make, because in a hyponymy concepts inherit the characteristics of their broader concepts [19] , but not in a meronymy.
• Associative An ontology can also contain semantic relations that are not hierarchical. The different ways in which terms can be associated with each other proves to be quite challenging to be modeled, because there are so many different reasons for associating a term to another. For example, "rain" is associated with an "umbrella", because rain is the reason for using an umbrella. "Water" can be associated with a "well", because that is where water could be carried from.
Words do not necessarily diambiguate uniquely meanings, due to synonymy and polysemy/homonymy (e.g. crane as a bird species vs. a construction rig). In ontologies meanings are distinguished from each other by unique concepts identifiers, but ambiquities remain in mapping literals words with concetps.
Attaching metadata to a document is called annotation; in ontologybased annotation metadata is connected to ontologies [20] . Ciravegna et al. [11] note that document annotation requires a lot of manual work and argue for the need of information extraction to make the process automatic or at least semi-automatic.
Ontologies are widely used on the semantic web, and W3C standards 1 are often used in practise for representing them: Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDF Schema [10] , and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [6] . Here concepts of ontologies are resources that are identified with a unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and are described with properties, which themselves are resources with URIs, too. Everything is described using triples of form < subject, predicate, object >, where the subject is the resource to be described, the predicate is its property, and the object the value of the property. The object can be either a resource or a literal piece of data. [25] RDF triples constitute labelled directed graphs, and this data model will be used in our case study.
General Finnish Ontology YSO
The ontology to be used in this paper is the General Finnish Ontology YSO 2 of some 23,000 general concepts. It was developed by restructuring the commonly used Finnish General Thesaurus YSA into an ontology [22] . YSA is based on the standard thesaurus relations [1] narrower term (NT) (e.g. fruit NT apple), broader term (BT) (e.g. Helsinki BT Finland), and related term (RT) (e.g., umbrella RT rain) between the thesaurus' terms. The NT/BT relations were analysed and changed into hyponymy and meronymy relations, and the hyponymy hierarchies were completed by restructuring and introducing addional concepts. In addition, the associative RT relations were checked in the new structure.
YSO's concepts are labelled in Finnish labels from YSA and with their equivalent Swedish terms from the General Swedish Thesaurus Allärs. YSO contains also English labels.
PROPOSED METHOD
Throughout the presentation, we will be using the following notation: 1 T . As noted in Section 2.1 some of the elements might be 0, because the respective term does not occur in that document. The matrix X contains
Logistic Discrimination
We start from traditional logistic discrimination (see e.g. [3] ) for learning to predict the class c d for each document. The classifier has as parameters a vector of the weights of each term for the linear discriminant of the class i. The vector is wi = [w1 w2 . . . wT wT +1],wt ∈ R.
We also define the matrix W ∈ R K × R T +1 , which contains the vectorwi for each class i,
T . The basic model 3 for classification probability
We concatenate 1 to each data vectorx d so that wT +1 takes the role of the bias term, and we do not thus have to include separate bias terms. Each weight wit can be interpreted as the influence of term t for the document to be classified in class i. The weights can be also negative. The denominator in Eq. (6) is for normalising the class probabilities to sum up to one for each document.
As the first modification, the dimensionality ofx d is reduced with PCA (see Section 2.2) in the following way:
The modified model has fewer parameters since the size of matrix
. This is an important step, because the number of terms T is large, which makes the previous model both computationally complex and prone to overfitting.
Learning
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for W is
whereC contains the known classifications for all the documents in the training data X. Because the denominator is the same for each W and the logarithm of the function will also find the MAPestimate for W, the estimate can be written as
3 Note that we start building towards the final model equation (16) gradually, because understanding it without the intermediate versions would be difficult.
We set the priors for each wit in W independent and Gaussian:
where wit is the weight of the i th class and the t th term. The weight is expected to be around zero and the σ 2 w is learned from the data using maximum likelihood. [3, p. 262] The optimisation step in Equation (9) is solved using gradient based optimisation, that converges to a locally optimal solution. Details are omitted here (cf. [3] for more information).
Enhancing the Analysis with Relations
This section contains the main contribution of the current work. Let us assume that we have as background knowledge, a set of binary T × T matrices Ar that contain relations between terms (See Section 4.9 for an example). The knowledge on the terms held byx d is replaced with the followinḡ
where αr ∈ R is (an unknown) weight for each relationship type r. This can be interpreted as augmenting the data by including virtual appearance of related terms in each document. Note that we always include the identity relationship A0 = I.
We can note about the dimensionality reduction
that vectors U T Arx d for each r, d can be computed in advance, because they consist of constant factors.
By replacingx d withȳ d in the previous version of the model equation (7), we get:
Further, let us assume that we have as background knowledge also a set of binary N × N matrices Bs that contain relations between documents. We would like to further augment the data by including virtual appearance of terms in related documents. We first write the basic model equation (6) in a matrix form that classifies all the documents at once:
where the elements of 1 × N vectorci contain the probabilities
. . , N . Now we can notice that we just need to multiply the data matrix X from the right in this case. The final model becomes:
The model parameters W, αr∀r, and βs∀s remain to be trained using gradient ascent. The model is thus learning how to weight different kinds of relations in order to best classify the training data. Initially, the weights αr and βs are set to 1 while W is set to 0. R is the number of different kinds of relations between terms (including the identity) and S is the number of different kinds of relations between documents.
Here we provide examples of usefulness of the proposed approach. Let us say we have as background information a matrix A1 that provides hyponym relations between terms. We would like to classify a document describing apples to the class fruit. We know that the term fruit is strongly related to the class, but it does not appear in the current document. Using the above model, the term apple appears also as term fruit with weight α1, thus making the classification easier. Also, we know that a particular author often writes about fruit, and we have as background information a matrix B1 that provides shared-author relations between documents. The terms in the other documents are also included with weight β1 again making the classification easier.
The computational complexity increase of the proposed method when compared to the basic model in Equation (7) is small assuming that the number of different kinds of relations R + S is small. The number of additional parameters is simply R + S and the time complexity is approximately R + S times larger.
DATA PREPARATION
Metadata model
The Finnish National Archives dictates that any national or municipal organisation that wishes to store digital documents permanently needs to ask for the Archives a permission and has to follow the SÄHKE metadata model. The model is concerned with the digital handling, managing and finally storing of information on official documents concerning national and municipal governments. It dictates the way in which metadata, the information on the official documents, such as the author and the title, is stored. In the SÄHKE metadata model each document is part of a procedure and the metadata of the procedure is also stored. The SÄHKE metadata model forms a standard under which the digital case management system of national or municipal organisations can be formed. [4] The abstract specifications of the SÄHKE metadata model [16] introduce an archive hierarchy under which actual documents are stored. The archive hierarchy contains the parts of the procedure in which documents are stored. Each document is associated to one or more actions through an XML reference. Each action is then linked to a case (cf. Figure 1) . Inside a case, a number of actions can contain the same document, if the document is of significance to the actions. Each case belongs to one group and each group represents one class of a given classification. Any organisation using the SÄHKE metadata model is an archive creator and holder, and maintains one or more archives. The archive holder is the agent that produces all the information inside the archive [16] . Each archive contains one or more groups under which the cases to be stored are grouped. Groups can also contain sub-groups. Because of this the groups form a hierarchical structure that can also be seen as the classification for the cases, actions and documents.
The archive hierarchy is a direct representation of the hierarchy of the XML-file that holds all the metadata information of one archive holder and its archives. In that XML-file the archive holder is represented as an XML-entity so that the entity contains among others one or multiple archive entities. Each archive entity contains one or several group entities. Each group entity contains one or more cases and may contain also references to its supergroup or subgroups. A case entity contains one or more action entities and action entities contain one or more document entities.
The Archives' Documents
This case study on document classification is based on a data set from the Finnish National Archive (in short the Archive). The semantic Computing Research Group (SeCo) was provided with a test set of the Archive's own case management system. The test data contains documents and a XML-file with all the metadata concerning the information of the archive holder, archive, groups, cases, actions and documents according to the SÄHKE metadata scheme.
The Archive provided the research team with a listing of a classification and its hierarchy. The listing contains a 2-levelled classification with 70 classes and 45 subclasses. Only 13 classes have subclasses and a class with subclasses has on average 3.23 subclasses.
Of the provided classification the test data uses only 67 classes of which 31 are subclasses. In the metadata XML-file these are represented by the group entities. The unused classes of the provided classification are not included in the metadata XML-file.
The set contains 7252 documents that are linked to inquiries directed to the Finnish National Archives. The inquiries are part of the National Archive service. Normal citizens or researchers ask for example for access to certain kind of information that the Archives hold or may hold. The documents are linked to 32325 actions in total. They describe the actions taken during a process, where an inquiry is received and dealt with. Actions describe for example the event when the Archives employee answers to an inquiry. The numerous actions in this data set link to 3469 cases. The cases are categorised under 67 groups. This particular data set is subject to only one archive.
Transformation of the Metadata to RDF
The metadata of the case management system was read and turned into RDF-form using the Turtle syntax, also denoted by the abbreviation "TTL". Each XML element was turned into a resource using the namespace http://www.narc.fi/onto# and a local name that consisted of the element's tag name and an arbitrary number identifying the element. A resource class was created from the element's tag name and the class was set as the type of that resource. Every attribute of a element was turned into a triplet with the element resource as the subject, a property created from the namespace and attribute 's local name as the predicate and the attribute's value as a literal object.
Document Text Extraction
Out of the 7252 documents 2324 were scanned documents and they were image's, mostly of form TIFF. Some of these documents were written by hand and contained even hand written Russian text. Others were written on a machine and therefore an OCR-scan of them would have helped in getting the document text in digital form. Due to lack of resources a sufficient OCR-scan was not performed and these documents were left out of the digital analysis.
In the end 4919 documents could be used for the analysis. A Java programme was written that extracted the text of all documents in various machine readable file formats. The programme read each documents' text into one String variable, sanitised from malicious characters and then passed on to a syntax analyser component. 
Syntactical Analysis of the Text Extracted
Parsing the Syntactical Analysis
The analysis from the Connexor Machinese Syntax component in XML-form was parsed using the POKA-tool 5 of the Semantic Computing Research Group. Its class FDGParser written by Olli Alm was originally designed to transform the XML-output of the component to a more efficient XML-form, that the POKA-tool used [2] . For the purpose of this case study, the FDGParser was modified so that it stored the information from the Machinese Syntax analysis into sentence and word objects. This was done in order to store and further process the information from the analysis.
RDF Transformation
When all document files had been read, sent for analysis, received from analysis and transformed into objects, the objects and the information they held were read into a Jena Model 6 . The RDF was created based on the RDF Schema represented in Figure 2 . In this RDF schema the term is in the middle of the focus, because the Machinese Syntax component's analysis provides information for each term rather than for a sentence.
For each term a resource of type http://www.yso.fi/meta/ depRDF#term was created for, so that the term's URI consisted of a localname beginning with "term_" and followed by the term's unique ID number. The term resource has three literal properties that store the term's sequence number of the term in the sentence (location), the term's base form (lemma) and its original form (term). 4 earlier known as The Functional Dependency Grammar (FDG) 5 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/tools/poka 6 Jena Model Javadoc: http://jena.sourceforge.net/ javadoc/com/hp/hpl/jena/rdf/model/Model.html
Figure 2: RDF Schema on how information of the documents and their Machinese Syntax Analysis was stored into
The syntactical relation from one term to another is held by various sub-properties of a property called "syntacticalRelation". The sub-properties get their localname from the Machinese Syntax analysis. The relation between a term and its original sentence is marked with the relation "isPartOfSentence".
Each sentence was represented by a resource of type http: //www.yso.fi/meta/depRDF#sentence and the resource had two literal properties, the text of the sentence and its sequence number in the document it belonged to. The relation between the document and the sentce was marked with the relation http:// www.yso.fi/meta/depRDF#isPartOfDocument. Each sentence resource has a localname "sentence_" followed by its documents unique ID number and its sentence number.
Each document is represented by a resource of type http:// www.yso.fi/meta/depRDF#document. A document has two literal properties one of which stores the documents language code (lang) and the other the extracted text of the document. The document resources have localnames that start with "document_" followed by the documents unique ID number.
The word class of each term is recognised as one of nine choices: verb, pronoun, adverb, preposition, adjective, noun, determiner, numeral and conjunction. These were represented in the RDF model by nine resources of type http://www.yso.fi/meta/depRDF# wordClass. The "hasWordClass" property points from a term to one of the nine word class resources.
A term can also be associated with a URI reference to an ontology. In this particular case study the Finnish General Ontology (YSO) was used. It contains terms that have labels at least in Finnish and Swedish, but also some in English 7 . The POKA-tool comprises a method that matches a query with the label in one of the above mentioned languages. The lemmas of each term were given as an input for this method and the result of the method was a list of URIs from the YSO ontology. Most terms were matched with only one URI. Trust was put on the POKA-tool and these matches were not checked. 759 terms, though, were matched with two or more URIs. The multiple alternatives came mostly from polysemous concepts. For example the word child has three different meanings in YSO: a role of a person based on her age, a role of a person belonging to a certain social-economic group and the concept for a family member (its subclasses are daughter and son).
The multiple URIs were checked by hand, the correct YSO reference was selected and other references removed.
Creating the Data Set
For the machine learning model, the data was transformed into a table with a constant number of columns. Each row contained the appearance (instance) of a term in a document. The class of each instance was the category to which the instance's document belonged to. The category of each document was read from the SÄHKE metadata model. The category of a document is represented by the group node of the metadata schema (see Figure 1) . The properties for each individual term was all the information from the Machinese Syntax analysis that was stored into a RDF Schema according to Figure 2 .
The parsed result of the Machinese Syntax analysis, the RDF model, was turned into a two-dimensional CSV table. Each row represented an individual term and each column contained the property values for each term. For transforming a RDF model into a two-dimensional table, a programme was written, that created a row for each resource of a certain given class type. In this particular case study this class type was the resource http://www.yso. fi/meta/depRDF#term. Each triplet containing the resource of this type as its subject, was taken into account and the information it contained was put into the resulting table followingly: All triplets were iterated and each of their predicates was turned into a column. Then each triplet was gone through again and their object was set as the value of the subjects row and the predicates column. If the object was a resource, its localname was set as the value. If the object was of type Literal 8 then its text was set as the value. The resulting first eight columns, that were generated, were the following: ID, ysoUri, term, lemma, isPartOfDocument, isPartOfSentenceNr, location, and hasWordClass. In addition to these columns, each possible type of syntactical relation (all 42 of them) had a column of their own. The Machinese Syntax analysis gives only one syntactical relation for every word. Therefore on each row there was always only one syntactical relation column that had a value. This value contained the localname of the resource of the term with which this word had a dependency with. The resulting data set contained 1432905 rows and 50 columns.
Relation Matrices
The hyponymy and associative relations from YSO were used to add ontology information to the terms of the documents. The matrix Ar, r ∈ {"hyponyms", "hypernyms", "hyponyms of hyponyms", ..., "associative relations"} of size T × T was defined, that could represent all desired relations. The matrix contains a binary representation of the r relation between the terms. 7 As of this writing (May 2010) the Semantic Computing Research Team has finished adding English labels to all the terms in YSO. 8 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/#ch_literal
The attractiveness of this approach is that all possible extensions of the hyponymy relations can be created by simple multiplications and transposes of the matrix A1. Note that we did not use any relations Bs between the documents in these experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The model with and without ontology information was trained with a set of 500, 1000 and 1500 documents. A dimensionality reduction using PCA was performed on all sets before training. The dimensionality was reduced to 20 and 50. Different kinds of ontology extensions were tested by adding hypernyms from 1, 2 and up to 3 levels. Overall 24 models were trained. Figure 3 shows the accuracy rates of those models when tested with a test set of documents that weren't in the training set.
The models with the best accuracy rate for a dimension and a data set size are marked with bold. The last two columns in the table titled MI 1 and MI 2 are the numbers of maximum improvement of the accuracy rate. MI 1 is the maximum improvement of the accuracy rate when ontology information is added and MI2 is the maximum improvement when using different kinds of ontology expansions.
At its best the accuracy rate of 74.18 % was reached with the model that was trained using a set of 1500 documents, was PCA reduced to 50 dimensions and used an ontology expansion of 2. In five out of six cases the maximum accuracy rate was reached by using an ontology expansion of 2, but the accuracy rate didn't variate that much between different kinds of ontology expansions. Especially as the training set grew, the maximum improvement on the accuracy rate by using different kinds of ontology expansions (see MI 2 column) became smaller.
At its best the accuracy rate improved by 5.96 % when adding ontology information to the model. The overall accuracy also always improved as the size of the training set grew.
RELATED WORK
Enhancing traditional machine learning techniques in the context of document analysis has been researched for around 15 years and a lot of the research on enhancing ML is done on hierarchical information, because the use of it amongst others enables for powerful generalisations [17] . For example two different documents, where one mentions only "pork" and the other only "beef", can easily be linked together, because from an ontology one can see, that the terms hypernym is "meat" [21] .
Taskar et al. [32] introduced Relational Markov Networks and applied it to collaborative classification of related documents. Popescul et al. [27] used a relational model using both citation and coauthorship data. In collective classification, information about the predicted classes propagates over a network defined by the relations, see [29] for an overview. Our method differs from these in two ways: Firstly, we do not use the class information of related documents, only their observed term counts. Secondly, we also use the relations between terms.
Wittbrock et al. [34] from Cycorp, Inc. use geographical subsumption information from the company's own ontology to enhance location information for terrorist attack predictions. The probabilistic model they use benefits from the additional information. If an attack happened in Madrid, the probabilistic model can also comprehend that it happened in Spain and update the probabilities appropriately.
A hierarchical set of concepts that is repeatedly used to enhance the performance of traditional ML models is WordNet, and English lexical database. It contains words presented as pairs of a word's lexical form, the string representation, and its meaning. The concepts are linked with pointers that mark a semantic relation between them. The semantic relations can be synonymy, antonymy (the opposite of synonymy), hyponymy, meronymy, troponymy, which is the equivalent of hyponymy for verbs, and entailment, which marks an associative relation between verbs. The target of the semantic relations of a concept are packed in a set called a synset of the concept. [26] Scott and Matwin [28] , Rodríguez et al., Ureña-López et al. [33] , and Hotho et al. [21] augment automatic document classification by using the synsets of WordNet in different ways to calculate the weights for various ML models.
[33] (and its earlier version [14] ) use the Vector Space Model (VSM) to represent the text of documents and the categories, to which the documents need to be classified to. In their research only the categories are expanded with the synonyms of the synsets from WordNet. The automatic categorisation of documents improves from circa 50% to 65% on average.
[28] use WordNet synsets for expanding the text representation of the documents. They compare their approach to that of [14] and find that Rodríguez et al. approach isn't sufficient enough, as synonyms are picked manually. [28] add the synonyms and hypernyms of all verbs and nouns to the set of terms. As in this research they, too, tried out different levels of generalisation with hypernyms and found best results with an generalisation level of 2.
[21] expand the text representation with synsets from WordNet, as well. They test three different ways of augmenting the term weights by firstly adding up all terms weights of a word's synset's concepts to the word's term weight, secondly using only the first concept from the word's ordered synset, and by thirdly picking the concepts from the word's synset that at their best represent the document's context. The third approach together with an expansion of a terms hypernyms and hyponyms up to five levels seems in their
